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Assignment  1: (25) 
 
The following two measurement (measure) signals are required in a bread-boarding and should be 
generated via CAPCOM2 of a C164 (fCPU = 20 MHz): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S1 is a periodic signal with constant frequency of 1 kHz and with an active pulse duration TA of  
100 �s. S2 is a pulse-width-modulated signal of same frequency as S1. In dependence of a 
measurement signal the active duration of S2 (tdis)) will dynamically be adjusted: Time tdis is 
changeable in steps of TA as follows: 

tdis  = n* TA with: n = 1,2,3,4,5 
 
a) By which parameter of CAPCOM2 is the active pulse duration and by which is the period TP of 

signal S1 determined? Give the numerical values for these parameters. (8) 
 
Answer: 

Generally the period is determined by the input clock (fCPU/Prescaler) and the Reload-Value of the 
respective Timer T7/T8. 
The active pulse duration (duty cycle) is determined by the Compare-Value of CAPCOM2. 
 
Because Tp =1ms and that’s much smaller than 26.2ms:  
TCLK = TCPU/8 = 0.4 µs (maximum frequency)  
Reload value: 1000µs/0.4µs = 2500 => T7/8REL = - 2500 ->0xF63C (16 bit) 
( circumstantial: 0x10000 - 1 ms/0.4 µs = 65536 - 2500 = 63036 =0xF63C) 
 
Compare Value: 100µs/0.4µs = -250 -> 0xFF06 (16bit). 
(circumstantial: 0x10000 - 100µs/0.4µs = 65536 - 250 = 65286 ->0xFF06) 
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b) The signal S1 is generated at Pin P8.0. Give for which Special-Function-Registers the parameters 

mentioned in a) are to be provided! (6) 
 

Answer:  
Supposed we take Timer T8 as time base (either Timer T7, T8 is suitable): 
Following Special-Function-Registers have to be used: 
T8REL (T8 Reload Register), CC16 (CC16 Capture/Compare Register),  
 

 
 
c) At which pin of the C164 can S2 be generated?   (3) 

Answer: S1 is generated at P8.0 i.e. CC16 
Therefore the generation of S2 may be done at one of following port pins: P8.1, P8.2, P8.3 which 
are associated with following CAPCOM2 channels CC17, CC18, CC19.  
 

 
The current value n for the determination of the active pulse duration of S2 tdis has to be ascertained 
by the call of the function givFactor() which is declared as follows: 
   int givFactor(void); 

  
d) Develop in C the part of the program by which the active pulse duration is ascertained. 

Explain the most reasonable location for this code. (6) 
 
Notes:  For the write access to any SF-register following function can be used, passing 

parameters are the C164-register name and the value for the register: 
 

  void set_vRegister( unsigned int uiReg_Name, unsigned int uivalue); 

 

 

Solution: 
This code should be located in the T8-Overflow-ISR or in the CC17-ISR 
 
#define TAFIX  250                                                 //1 
void CC2_viIsrCC17(void) interrupt CC17INT           //1 
{ 
  // USER CODE BEGIN (CC2_IsrCC17,0) 
 unsigned int uiNew;  
 uiNew =-TAFIX*givFactor();                                  //2 
 CC2_vSetCCxReg(CC17,uiNew);                        //2 
   //CC17=uiNew; 
  // USER CODE END 
} 
 
 



 

Assignment  2: (32) 
 
An analog signal should be captured at input AN4 using maximum sample rate. For this purpose via 
function startKonv() a measurement of exactly 200 A/D-values is started. The results of the 

measurement are deposited (saved) in the module global array adreslt[].The timing for the 
individual conversions may be already set suitable. 
 
a) In which operation mode is the A/D-converter to be used for this task? 
Answer: Fixed channel continuous conversion (FIXED_CONTI) 
 
The data transfer should be performed via PEC-channel 0. 
b) Which interrupt with which priority has to be used? 
 
Answer: ADC-end-of-conversion-Interrupt  
              Priority: 14, Group 0              
 
c) Which parameters are to set for PEC-channel 0? 
Answer:  

Source pointer:  ADDAT 
 Destination pointer: adreslt  
 Transfer Counter:  200 
 Increment Control:  Increment destination pointer 
 Byte/word transfer: word 

 
 
Following functions for controlling the AD-converter are available: 
 
  ADC_vConfConv(int mode,int ch); // Sets the operation mode for AD-channel ch 

  ADC_vStartConv(); // Starts conversion 

  ADC_vStopConv(); // Stops conversion after the current conversion 
 
For mode following settings are possible: FIXED, FIXED_CONTI, SCAN, SCAN_CONTI 
 
 
d) Realize (program) the start of capturing 200 values – startKonv()! 
Solution: 
 
void startKonv(void) { 
 //PEC, only changing parameters must be refreshed 
 INT_vSetPecDesP(0,adReslt); 
     INT_vSetPecCount(0,200); 
 //ADC 
 //ADC_vConfConv(FIXED_CONTI,AN4);   //not necessary 
 ADCIR=0; //reset pending ADIR 
 ADCIE=1; 
 ADC_vStartConv(); 
} 
 
e) In which interrupt service-routine which task has to be done? 
   Answer:  
 After finishing the PEC-Transfers the interrupt  
       void ADC_viIsrConv(void) interrupt ADCINT 
     is executed. 

In this ISR the conversion has to be stopped and the end of conversion has to be signaled by 
setting a dedicated flag.  

 
f) Give the body of the ISR. 
      



 

Answer: 
static bit adStatus = 0;  
void ADC_viIsrConv(void) interrupt ADCINT 
{ 
  // USER CODE BEGIN (ADC_IsrConv,1) 
     ADC_vStopConv(); 
     if(adStatus==0) 
 adStatus = 1; 
  // USER CODE END 
} 
 
 
The function konvEnd() returns "true" when the measurement values are deposited in the array 

adreslt[]. The result of measurement is also delivered by function konvEnd(). The function 

konvEnd() has got the following prototype: 
 
 bit konvEnd (struct Tres* zRes); 

 
In this context zRes is a pointer to the result with the following structure: 

  struct Tres { 

   double mean; 

   double sig; 

  }; 

The result is the arithmetic mean of the measurement data set – component mean – and the 

dispersion – component sig – that is calculated by following formula: 
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d) Write (Realize) konvEnd(). 

Answer: 
bit konvEnde(struct Terg * zRes) { 

 bit bRes = 0; 
 int i; 
 double dRtw=0; 
 double dSumsq=0; 
 double dHlp; 
 if(adStatus) { 
  adStatus = 0; 
  bRes = 1; 
  for(i=0;i<200;i++) { 
   dHlp = adReslt[i] & 0x3FF; 
   dRtw += dHlp; 
   dSumsq += dHlp*dHlp; 
  } 
  dRtw /= 200.0; 
      dSumsq /= 200; 
  zRes->sig = sqrt( dSumsq-dRtw*dRtw ); 
  zRes->mittel = dRtw; 
 } 
 return bRes; 
} 
  
 
 
 



 

Assignment 3: (27) 

 

 

At two input pins of a C164 (fCPU = 20MHz) two independent impulse signals are fed. The distances of 
the individual impulses are random. The measurement value to be captured depends on the occurring 
number of impulses in a measurement interval. The measurement interval will be determined by an 
appropriate usage of the T7 (CAPCOM2) to 1 min. The dependency between the impulse rate 
(imp/min) and the physical size to be measured is described by following formula:  
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The active duration of a single (individual) impulse may be 1 �sec, the number of the occurring 
impulses during the measurement interval is 0 � n � 9*105 dependent of a measurement size. 
 
a)  With which parameters and procedures will the time base of 1 minute be determined when using   

Timer T7? 
Answer:  
Parameter 1:  T7-Prescaler  => (T7P = 26.2 ms …..3.35s) 
Procedure: Counting the number of T7-Overflow Interrupts and setting a minute-flag.     
There are several combinations to implement that, i.e.: 
T7CLK =0.8µs, 0.8µs*50000 = 40ms T7-ISR, 40ms*25 =1s, 1s*60 =1 min 
Parameter 2: T7REL = 65536-50000 = 15536 (0x3CB0) 

  
b) For counting the number of impulses, which inputs of the C164 would you select and why? 

Answer: We select T2 and T4 of GPT1 as counter in order to count the impulses    
 
c) How many overruns of the registers selected in b) occur in maximum? – Which operation mode do 

you suppose to capture them? 
     Answer: 

n_overruns_max =  9*105 /216 =13.7  
T2 overruns maximal 14 times, T2 must be used as counter, In the T2-Overrun-ISR we have to 
increment an overrun-variable  

 
 
d) Give the body of the necessary interrupt-service-routine (ISR) in a), in which after a minute the 

number of incoming impulses are ascertained and deposited in the module global variables ulR1 

and ulR2. 

 
Notes:  For the read access to any SF-register the following function can be used, passing 

parameter is the name of the C164-register: 

  unsigned int get_uwRegister( unsigned int uiReg_Name ); 

 



 

Answer: 

// File Cc2.c  
#define SEC_1 25 
#define MESSINTERVALL  60 
 
void CC2_viIsrTmr7(void) interrupt T7INT 
{ 
  // USER CODE BEGIN (CC2_IsrTmr7,0) 
 static int secCnt = 0; 
 static int minCnt = 0; 
 static unsigned long oldCnt1=0; 
 static unsigned long oldCnt2=0; 
 unsigned long ulHlp; 
 unsigned int ld1,ovld1; 
 unsigned int ld2,ovld2; 
 
 if (++secCnt >= SEC_1) { 
  secCnt = 0; 
  if(++minCnt >= MESSINTERVAL) { 
   minCnt = 0; 
   minFlag = 1; 
   ovld1 = ovCnt1();    // get impulse channel 1 
   ld1 = GT1_uwReadTmr(TIMER_2); 
   ulHlp = (((unsigned long)ovld1) << 16) + ld1; 
   ulR1 = ulHlp - oldCnt1; 
   oldCnt1 = ulHlp; 
    

ovld2 = ovCnt2();    // get impulse channel 2 
   ld2 = GT1_uwReadTmr(TIMER_4); 
   ulHlp = (((unsigned long)ovld2) << 16) + ld2; 
   ulR2 = ulHlp - oldCnt2; 
   oldCnt2 = ulHlp; 
  } 

} 
  // USER CODE END 
} 
 
 
 
e) The consumer can get displayed the impulse rates and the result of the measurement by calling 
     the following program example i.e. on the LCD-display of the lab system: 

 .... 

 if( minuteOver()) { 

  printf ("Channel 1: %lu\n", ulRate(1)); 

  printf ("Channel 2: %lu\n", ulRate(2)); 

//ambient dose rate 

printf ("Measurement result: %7.3le\n", dResult()); 

 } 

 .... 

     
 Write the required functions! 

int minuteOver(void) { 

 if (minFlag) { 

  minFlag = 0; 

  return 1; 

 } 

      return 0; 

} 



 

 

unsigned long ulRate(int nbr) { 

 unsigned long res; 

 if(nbr == 1) 

  res = ulR1; 

 else 

  res = ulR2; 

 return res; 

} 

 

#define EMPF  988.0 

#define TAU  1.9e-9 

double dResult(void) {  //ambient dose rate 

 double hlp; 

 hlp = ulRate(1) + ulRate(2); 

      hlp /= 2; 

 hlp = hlp/(1-hlp*TAU); 

 hlp = EMPF * hlp; 

 return hlp; 

} 

  

Assignment 4: (14) 

 
The results of the impulse analysis of assignment 3 should be used for appropriate transmission via     
CAN-BUS. There will be used 11 bit identifiers exclusively. The identifiers are sent with most-
significant-bit at first. 
 
 
a) Which of the 3 simultaneously sent objects gets the bus if logical '1' is assigned to recessive and 

logical '0' to dominant level – the 3 identifiers are: 

 Identifier Object 1: 0x7AB 
 Identifier Object 2: 0x79B 
 Identifier Object 3: 0x7CB 
Answer: 
0x7AB = 0111 1010 1011 

0x79B = 0111 1001 1011 

0x7CB=  0111 1100 1011 

                              xy 

Object 3 (0x7CB) loses the arbitration at bit x and Object 1 (0x7AB) loses the arbitration at bit y, 
because they are sending a recessive ‘1’ while Object 2 is sending a dominant ‘0’.  
So Object 2 with ID 0x79B gets the bus because it has got the smallest ID.   

 

 
The following program section shows the execution of the measurement results for the CAN-
transmission: 
  

 if(minuteOver()) { 

  CAN_sendMean(dResult()); 

  CAN_updateRates(ulRate(1),ulRate(2)); 

   ...... 

 } 

 



 

The mean value is transmitted immediately in object 3, while either impulse rates are provided for 
requiring by "remote frames". 
 

b) Give for the object 3 and 4 a suitable data type in order to allow (make possible) simple passing of 
the data to a DAVE-function with the prototype 

 void CAN_vLoadData(unsigned char ObjNr, unsigned char* pubData); 

 

Answer: 
union T_puls { 

 char caKomp[8]; 

 unsigned long ulKomp[2]; 

}; 

 

union T_messw { 

 char caKo[8]; 

 double dKo; 

}; 

 

 
 
 
 
The CAN-Objects 3 and 4 have already been suitably initialized via DAVE, just the actions which 
need to be adjusted at runtime are to be performed. 
 
c)  Write CAN_sendMean() and CAN_updateRates()! 
 
 

void CAN_sendMean(double mw) { 

 union T_messw uHlp; 

 uHlp.dKo=mw; 

 if(CAN_bRequestMsgObj(3)) {  //is transmission possible? 

  CAN_vLoadData(3,uHlp.caKo); 

  CAN_vTransmit(3); 

 } 

} 

   

void CAN_updateRates (unsigned long ulR1, unsigned long ulR2) { 

 union T_puls uHlp; 

 uHlp.ulKomp[0]= ulR1; 

 uHlp.ulKomp[1]= ulR2; 

 if(CAN_bRequestMsgObj(4)) {  //is transmission possible? 

  CAN_vLoadData(4,uHlp.caKomp); 

 } 

} 

 


